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Case No. 8524:6

IN THE

SUPREME COURT
OF THE

STATE OF UTAH

THE WESTERN PACIFIC R. R. CO.,
a corporation,
Plaintiff and Respondent,·

IL~[
..

vs.

.M ..·"

WASATCH CHEMlOAL 00.,
a corporation,
Defendant and Appellant.

APPELLANT '.S BRIEF

SAMUEL

J.

NICHOLES,

Attorney for .Appellant.
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IN THE

SUPREME COURT
OF THE

STATE OF UTAH

THE WESTERN PACIFIC R. R. CO.,
a corporation,
Plaintiff and Respondent,
Case No. 85246

vs.

WASATCH CHEMlCAL 00.,
a corporation,
Defendant and Appellant.

APPELLANT'S BRIEF

ASSIGN~MENT

OF ERRORS

The court erred in failing t·o determine the issue
of classification for the appellant, as a matter of law.
1.

2.

The trial court's findings of fact and conclu-
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sions of law are not supported hy the evidence, but are
contrary to and against the evidence.
3. The trial court erred in failing and refusing to
submit to a jury the issue of reasonableness of the
clas.sifica tion.
4. The trial court erred in denying the appellant's
motion for a new trial.
NATURE OF ACTION
This action arose from a demand made upon the
defendant, .by the plaintiff, for a sum of money, which
the plaintiff claimed to be due and owing it from the
defendant on account of certain freight rates charges
made on certain items of freight transported from San
Jose, Californi.a, hy the plaintiff and delivered to the
defendant at Salt Lake City, Utah. After a trial by the
court, without a jury, a money judgment was entered
in favor of the plaintiff. From this judgment, the defendant, now appeals ..
STATEMENT OF F .A:CT.S
The appellant, herein, is a manufacturer and distributor of .chemical compounds, and specifically those
presently used in the industry of agriculture. In addition to the ·co.mpounding of chemical formulas us.ed .in
agricultuTal punsuits, it j,s a supplier of all typ·e-s of
spr,ayers to ·Contain and apply s.aid chemical solutions.
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The re:spondent is a Railroad engaged, among other
things, in the transportation of article·s of freight.
Approxin1ately two years next prior to the commencement of this action, the respondent began transporting from San Jose, California, to Salt Lake City,
Utah, certain dip spraying machines, for the appellant for which service the responc1ent, for a time, demanded and received from the appellant a :first clas·s rate
charge. The appellant, being dissatisfied, prote~sted. Claiming the first class freight rate charge was illegal and not
in accordance with freight rate tariff provisions, and put
in a claim for a commodity rate, which protest and
claim wa·s admitted and granted by the respondent, and
thereafter all charges ·collected by the respondent on
account of said :first dass freight rate charges in excess
of the commodity rate were refunded to the appellant,
and a commodity rate was thereafter charged on said
articles transported until approximately ·six months prior
to the commencement of this action, when the respondent reversed its former position ~and made demand upon
the appellant for the difference between the commodity
rate and the first .class rate on all articles transported
from the beginning of the undertaking, which demand
the appellant refused, on grounds that the article transported was a sprayer not classified nor indexed by
name in the tariffs, and, therefore, ac0ording to the duly
declared anCL published tariff rate for said article the
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4
appellee was only entitled to charge and collect a commodity rate, and that said legal and proper commodity
rate on said article had been fully paid and discharged.
The BILL OF EXCE·PTIONS in the cause was presented, signed and settled by the court, which contains
all of the evidence and proceedings had .at the trial and
irs on file in the Supr.em·e Court a:s part of the trans·cript
of the record of said cause.
QUESTIONS
WHAT

ACTUALLY

WAS

THE

ARTICLE

TRANSPORTED~

DID THE FREIGHT RATE FIXING AUTHORITY ACT WITHIN REASON IN CLASSIFYING
THE ARTICLE TRANSPORT:EID1
ARGUrMENT
The case of the respondent is presented in the following order :
1.

Character of the article transported.

2.

Reasonahleness of the classification.

3. Failure of the trial court to enter a de·cision for
the appellant as a matter of law.
1. The article transported from San Jos·e, California, by the respondent, and delivered to the appellant
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at Salt Lake City, Utah, is generally and commonly
known throughout the livestock-agricultural industries
as a Spray-Dip Machine, note: (Appellant's Exhibit·s) ;
also, it is ·called a Spray-Dip Machine by the manufac• ture (Tr. 'P· 16). It hears a trade-name S.PRAY-DIP.
Its character in fact is a complex system of parts adapted to the purpose of spraying animals with insecticide
solutions in an efficient, effective manner without waste
of the solution. It is mounted on pneumatic tires for
ease and convenience of mobility. Through spraying
head'S mounted in ~a spraying v·at ins·ecticide .solutions
are driven at the rate of 135 gallons per minute by a
power driven pump. The run-off solutions are recovered
and pa:ssecL through a filter .screen to the storage tank,
where moving agitators (Tr. p. 16) keep the solutions in
constant ~suspension. It is an integrated spraying system compactly housed in a single unit (appellant's Ex!hibits 1 and 2), and in I.aw and in fact is a power-driven
'Spraying machine for ·livestock.
2. The gravamen of this action is REIASON·ABLENESS.
Is it reasonahle for a rate making authority to
assign an article so generally and ·commonly known ars a
Spray-Dip Ma-chine to name·les~s oblivion to avoid the clear
and unmistakable language ,of Tariff Item No. 15380
of Pacific Freight Tariff Bureau's Tariff No. 260-A?
Is it reasonable to circumvent and avoid the effect of a
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clear and unmistakable written tariff such as I tern 15380
of Tariff No. 2!60-A (Re-spondent's Exhibit C) with the
circuitous complexity ·exemplified in the trial cour:t 's
finding No. five ( 5) ( J:Rl 29), and expect the shipper, to
w:hom it is addressed, to understand it~ Is it ·REASONABLE for a rate making authority to use strained and
unnatural language to the extent of terming a spraying
VAT, constructed for the sole purpose of economy in
re'<~;overing ·expensive, run-off ins·ectic1de •solutions, a pen
·or chute~ The United States Supreme Court said in
the case of Pyper v. Boston & M. RR, 246 U.S. 439,
''The rates established by the appropriate authorities
have the force and effect of statutes .so far as consistent
with law, but not where repugnant thereto'', and a
freight tariff is not within the law, if it is without reason. When rates are changed, the ·carrier making the
change must, when properly called on be able to give
a good reason therefore; and, if in a proper proceeding
they are shown to be arbitrary and unreasonable, the
court will r·elieve against it. 13 C.J.S., p. 623, Sec. 275.
1

The appe11ant, heing a shipper and supplier of various types of sp:r.ayers, contends the rate making authority was unreasonruble, and did not act within the
law when it failed to make ·comparison of the SprayDip Machine with Garden, Field and Orchard sprayers
before making the freight rate herein assigned, hecause, as a m·atter of fact, the Spray-Dip machine util-
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7,
izes less car displacement in ·shipping, and is muoh
ea::der of loading and unloading than the garden, field
·and orchard types of sprayers. (Appellant's Exh~bits
1 and :2).
As a practical matter, the re-asonableness of a particular rate depends upon the reas·onableness of a classification (Beal & Wyman, RR rate regulation, Sec. 499,
and comparison of rates are used to determine reasonableness, 9 Am. J ur. (Carriers), Se·c. 121 ; ·analogous articles should ordinarily be placed in the same clas·S·,
19 ICC 507. Articles which are :substantially similar
in character and in bulk, weight and '\T!alue ,should take
approximately the same rate for the· same distance,
making due allowance for the manner of loading and
unloading, 9 Am. Jur. (Carriers), Sec. 126. The ·sprayDip Machine ·and garden, field and orchard sprayers
are substantially similar in character and should take
the same rate-a commodity rate, as in PFTB-Tariff
No. 260-A (Respondent's Exhibit "C") provided.
From the ( Tr. p. 13), we. quote :

Q. What is the mechanism of this m1achine .... Y
A. It is a portahle machine, the idea being to take
it to the herd instead of driving them or handling them
long di·stances.
(Tr. p. 14)

Q. What is ... its mechanical operation Y
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A. The machine, of course, li~e any spraying machine that -is built for orchards, vegetables, park ·Spraying, or any such thing as, that consists of an engine, a
pump, vat holding the solution, nozzles, wheels, axles,
draw bar and all that sort of thing.

Q.

. . . what is the eonstruction of this machine?

A. Of this particular machine¥
Q. Of this particul1ar machine, the animal spraying
machine1

A. Well, it has all those different ·components that
any spr>aying machine has, plus instead of having to hold
the animal, or drive them up into a corner some place
and have them flounce around, you drive the·m into this
machine, that is, one at a time. When they are in the
machine, you dose the doors, turn the lever and it automatically sprays them with twenty-·eight nozzles, striking them from all angles.

From the (Tr. p. 17)

Q. ·Then tills shown here at the top and -shown
again in these two photographs, and on exhibit B, are
including the spaceA. Ytes.
Q. -to restrain, or hold the anim1al?
A. Yes, and to catch the C'hemicals.
Q. That collects in the bottom?
A. Yes.
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From ( Tr. p. 20)
Q. \Yha.t position ... in the older method of dJipping livestock-would this machine take?

A. \Yell, as I under.stand it, that old method of
dipping liYestock, this simply replaees it. That has become obsolete.
Q.

What has it replaced?

A.

The dipping VAT.

Q.

The Vat, or tank~

A.

Yes.

Q.

It doesn't repl,ace the chutes ·or pens?

A. No, with the dipping VJat you have to have a
ohute leading up-you hack this machine up to :bhe
chute.
From the foregoing uncontradicted evidence adduced at the trial of this case, appellant ·Contends the
correct characterization of the Spray-Dip Machine is:
A SPRAYER adapted to the spraying of livestock, and
is .substantially identical with sprayers adapted to the
spraying of gardens, fields and orchards, and should
have, by virtue of compari,gon and reasonableness been
given the same commodity rate as PFBT-T,ariff No.
260-A, Items 15370 and 15380 provides.
At the pre-trial of the case, the parties stipulated
(Tr. p. 7, 8, 9) that if responCLent's witness were called
to testify, he would testify: That in his opinion, there
Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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is no specific description to cover the article on the
date shipped. In other words, a sprayer that sp~ays
animals, or an ,animal sprayer as such is not listed (indexed) in the tariffs as of the dates shipped. This is
identically the ·Contention of the appellant, and therefore,
becaus-e it is not listed (indexed) 'by name-Spray-Dip
Machine, Animal Spr:ayer, and it, nevertheless, in law
and in fact heing a Spray·er, it must take the rate pro
vided for it which is Item No. 15380 of PFTB-Tariff
No. 260-A, which reads: Sprayers, NOT OTHERWISE
INDEXED BY NAME, with or without engines. It
being s·o classified, it bears the same rate-a commodity
rate-as do the sprayers in Item 15370 immediately
preceding, whieh reads: ''Sprayers, field, garden, or
·orchard, harrell or tank, with or without engines.'' All
these various types of sprayers 'being suhs·tantially simiJ.or, it is fair, just and reasonable that they should carry the same fr·eight rate as in the law provided. Director
General v. Viscose Go., 254 U. S. 498; Missouri K & T v.
Harriman, 227 u~s 657; Minneapolis & St. Louis RR Oo.
v. Minn., 186 US 257. To •av:oid and circum-vent tJhe clear
and unmiS'takab'1e language of the tariff, the respondlent
·has contrived a complex, intricate fiction. (see: Parag~aphs 5 and 6 of trial court's findings, JR 29) to defeat the interest of the shipper which the earrier is not
permit·ted to do. 115 IOC 543. Were the respondent permitted to do this, its rate :fixing power would ,be arbitrary and unlimited. The Inte-rstate Commerce Commis-
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sion has ruled that: "The failure of the carriers to puh'lish their rates and charges in clear and unmistak!able
terms, as required by the tariff's rules, may not he used
as a cloak to defeat the claims of the shipper, 115 ICC
3-!~). In construing doubtful and ambiguous tariffs, the
commission has always resolved the doubt a~ainst the
party responsible for having· such tariffs in effect, 115
ICC 543. ''
The law is not questioned that tariff6 must Le wrHten in clear ,and unmistakruble language, and tha:t neither
of the parties can urge a strained or unnatural construc-tion (120
275), yet, notwithstanding this ruling, the
respondent proceeds to call a vat a chute or pen to defeat the claim of the shipper (see paragraph 6, trial
courts findings, JR 29), when as a matter of fact they
are not remotely comparable either in use or similarity.

roc

From ( Tr. p. 19-20)
Q. You a:ve acquainted with .
the old-fashioned
method of dipping animals, are you not 1

A.

Yes.

Q. What particular position in that does this machine take, in method of dipping?
A.

W eH, of course, this replaces the dipping VAT.

From (Tr. p. 20)
Q.

It doesn't replace the chutes or pens?
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A. No, with a dipping vat you hav-e to have a
chute leading -up-you hack this machine up to the
·Chute ... We wish we could sell it for o·ther purposes,
there would he more sale:S. But, I can't think of any
·other thing in the world than wha·t we s.ell it for-the
spraying of cattle.
The appellant rightfully and earnestly cont·ends
that a A SPRAYING VAT is not pen or a chute, and
~either is a compartment in a .spraying machine constructed chiefly to recover and reclaim expensiv-e cham.icals ~solutions 1a pen or a chute. The law requires: Generally, the words us.ed will he given their co~on meaning, or the meaning which they might reasonably carry
to the shipper, to whom they are addr·essed, Union
Wire Rope Co. v. Atcheson T & RJR, 6'6 Fed. (2nd) 965.
A porta·ble spraying Vat is an entirely different thing
than .a pen or ·chute, and those engaged in the liv.estock
industry know the two are not even comparable for
they service entirely different purpose·s. {Tr. p. 21).
Pens and ·chutes are us·ed to control and manage animals to get them up to a dipping vat, or a dip spraying machine ('Tr. p. 2122) -(Respondent's Exhibit "A".
;The vat, or spraying chamber in a spraying machine is
the place where the dipping .solutions are ·applied and
recovered (Appe'llant's Exhihits 3 and 4); the pens and
·chutes are the ·enclosures where the animals are con·
troHed and manipulated in ·order to get them into the
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Yat, or spr.aying· chamber of the machine that the
dipping solutions might be effect~ively applied to ·them.
T·o insist differently, one must misconstrue and use
words and generally known terms loosely, against such
practice the Interstate Commerce ruled in the case reported in Vol. 115, ICC 543.
Were it a fact, which reason dictates otherwisP-,
that the spraying chamber of a dip sp:vaying machine
is identical with a cattle chute, then, the respondent
would still be prevented from charging a first class
rate, for item No. 1-6665 of PFTB-tariff 260-A (Respondent's Exhibit "C ") reads as follow,s: "Cattle
dehorning chutes, KD, loose or in pac~ages LCL, 3rd
class.'' Were the dip-spraying ·chamber of the spraying
machine identified with, and decLared to he a stall, still
the respondent could not charge a fir1st class rate, for
item 16955 reads, as follows: ''Stalls, KD, livestock.
loose or in packages, LCL, 3rd class. H·owever, it is
neither ·a stall, a pen, nor chute. It is simply a spraying
chamber ·Comparable ·to a dipping va1t, constructed
within a machine built and adapted for its main purpose to spray expensive s•olutions under high controlled pressure (Tr. pp. 14-15) against the bodies of
animals, and a~ain recover the unused run-off solution; cleanse it, and return it to the tank to again be
applied.
The appellant earne.stly contends, tihe item trans-
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ported ·by the appellee is an animal dip-.sprayi~.g machine and should be classified as the legal tariff provides: A SPRAYE·R, NOT OTHERWISE IND·EXED
BY NAME. That it is a machine and not something
el·s·e ·0annot be questioned. An Iowa court said in the
cas·e of Tubbs v. Insurance C., 131 Iowa 217, "· · · the
objection wthich is specifically urged to the court's
enumeration ·of the machinery is that the boiler, pipes,
and fittin~s have no proper place in that category, because it i·s said they did not convey or regulate force.
W·ehster's International Dictionary definition of machine : Any mechanical contrivance. Machinery-the
means and appliances by which any thing is kept in action, or a~ desired result is obtained; a complete system
<>f parts adapted to a purpose. More narrowly and te·chni·cally, machinery is said to be: the working parts of a
machine, engine or instrument arranged and conducted
•so as to supply wndi regulate force. It is in the first and
broader sense that the term is usually employed . . .
boilefls, pipes, washer.s, irons, mangles and numerous
appliances make up a complex system of parts adapted
to a purpose ... when comrbined and actually connected
ready for operation, the ·entire outfit is machint~ry in
the proper, commonly accepted use of the term. Eac:t
is an ·essential part ·of the who'le and together, we think,
they are dearly within the term, machinery.''
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From (Tr. p. 18)

Q. So the function of this piece on here is to hold
the animal 1
A. To hold him and to spray him. That is where
the spraying is done. It wouldn't be ·a sprayer unless
you had nozzles. There are tilie nozzles to do the
'Spraying. In other words, without a pump, an engine,
a tank and wheels and strainer it wouldn't be a sprayer
... all of those different units together make a spraying
machine. Take one out and you won't have a spraying machine.
It will be noted, the .srummation of the foreg:oing tes.timony of the witnes·s is indentical with the reasoning
of the Iowa ·Court in Tubbs v. Ins. Co. : Tthat .an ins·trument arranged, and adapted to regulate force is a machine and not a combination of anything, for without
any of its working parts it is useless, and nothing.
Reasonablenes~s

is the foundaHon upon which rates
;are construct·ed, and according to it they eithe·r stand
·or £all. Any rate that a carrier might fix is subj.ecte·c1
to hei'llg tested :by the court for reasonableness. 113 C.J.S.
(Carriers), Sec. 275. And to determine the reasona:bleness of a das:si:fication rating, the character of the article
must be ·eonsidered, Western .Classi:fi.cation Cas·e, 25 IOC
442. The carrier's right to fix rates is subject to reasona:blenes,s. The appeHant contends the carrier did not
act in reason, when it dassified an arHcle :so adapted and
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generally and commonly known as a ·sprayer, a combination of articles, including pens and chute·s.
The tri1a:l court admitted the evidence entered and
produced ihy the appeHant, and there was no substantial dispute with respect thereto. ; Tihe court was.,
thus, required1 to make findings in favor of the appellant, which the court declined and failed to do. The
~evidence .as so adcLu0ed hy the appellant was Clompetent, relevant and materi,al, and as such was admitted
by the court in evidence. The evidence, so admitted,
was admitted without any objection on the part .of the
respondent. These matters were all pointed out to the
court on appeUant 's motion for a new trial, notwithstanding which the court overruled the motion, which
ruling also was assigned as error. And the trial court
particularly failed to find, that which the undisputed
'evidence shows ; that the char:acter of the article shipped
i:s an animal sprayer, and that SPRAYE:RS, NOT OTHERWISE IND·EXED BY NAM.E, in Pacific Freight
Tariff's Bureau's tariff No. 260-A (Respondent's Exhlbit "C"), takes the rating of Item No. 15380.
T.he finding made in par•agraph three ( 3) by the
trial court that the article shipped and delivered to the
appellant was an automatic Spray-Dip. is not supported
by the evidence, but is cont:rrary ·to the evidence, as the
·evidence is uncontradicted that the article transported
was :a motor driven spr•ayer, and e,ssentially not auto-
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matic. Likewise, the finding In paragraph four (4)
that the article shipped on occasion listed and known
as a Spray Dip consists of a combination of motor,
pump, storage tank, filter device, spray nozzles and
enclosure for holding liYestock is not supported hy the
·evidence. The evidence is dear ·and uncontradicted
that the compartment in the •sprayer is a vat constructed
to reclaim and recov·er run-off .spraying solutions. The
trial court's finding in paragraph ·six (6); that the article transported by the appellee to the de£enda'Ilt is
properly ·classified as a livestock ·sprayi'Ilg pen o.r chute
in ·combination is not ~supported by the ·evidence, hut is
cont~ary thereto.
The evidence shows without substantial objection that the article transported is a
mot·or driven sp~ayer of anima·ls, and heing a compl·ex
system of parts adapted to a purpos·e i:s a m•achine
according to law (Tubbs v. Ins. Co., ·Supra), and the
trial court erred in not finding that the article transported was a spraying machine as a matter of law. In
other words, had the trial eourt made findings with
respect to materia:! facts, ·as shown by the undisputed
·evidence, finding;s would have been made in accordance
with the issues in favor of the appellant and conclusions
,of law and judgm~nt rendered in favor of appeHant.
And, now, appellant does complain of and assigns as
en·or the findings as so made aforesaid by the court
~below.
For the reasons herein given and because· of
the 1aw in such matters provided, we submit to this
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lH
·court that the decision made in the court below should
~be reversed, and the case remanded and judgment entered for the appellant in ac0ordance with its prayer
in the answer.
SAMUEL

J.

NICHOLES,

Attorney for Appellamt.
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